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time to put 
your roof 
to work

solar heating and solar pv systems
that work well and look great

solar never looked so good



Clearline PV RClearline R

With Viridian Solar you can install solar and still maintain the good looks of your property. 
Slimline and elegant, Clearline solar panels replace tiles or slates on a pitched roof for a cleaner, 
simpler installation.

Panels are available in three sizes, and can be installed together or spaced apart to allow you to 
choose the positioning that best complements your roof.

Fantastic Looking Solar Installations

There are two types of solar panel available - solar thermal panels heat water for baths and 
showers, solar pv panels make electricity. Viridian Solar offers both technologies with matching 
panels that are easily installed together on the roof to create a harmonious look for your home.

Both Solar Technologies in a Matching Package

Like Clearline, most panels achieve the European 
standards for performance as a solar product, but in 
addition Clearline solar panels have been properly 
tested as a building material.  The weathertightness, 
wind resistance and fire performance have all been 
approved by the leading UK test authority and 
awarded a BBA Agrement certificate.

Peace of Mind

Solar energy is extremely popular because it is so trouble-free and requires no significant 
changes to your lifestyle.  Solar heating systems need infrequent routine maintenance. 
Clearline systems are available in a simple drainback format which needs no specialist 
equipment and is so easy that many users are able to look after their own routine maintenance.  

Simple to Use, Simple to Maintain

Take control of your energy bills
Reduce your carbon footprint
Choose a greener lifestyle
Invest in your home with great looking solar panels

There are many good reasons why people choose to install solar energy on 
their home.  Whatever your goals, Clearline solar systems from Viridian are 
the ideal choice.  Designed to install neatly and simply within the roof 
covering, their looks cannot be beaten, especially if you are interested in 
installing both solar electric and solar heating panels together.

Our focus on simplicity and durability ensures that you are installing a 
system that will give many, many years of trouble-free operation. 

Benefits

CERTIFICATE BBA 0001

MCS

CERTIFICATE BBA 0032

MCS
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Light is absorbed by the black 
surface in the solar panel 
causing it to heat up

Your water is heated by fluid 
from the solar panel flowing 
around a coil of pipe inside 

the cylinder

Solar can save around 
60-70% of energy for heating 

water over the year

A solar controller 
circulates fluid to 

remove heat from the 
solar panel 

Back-up heating 
tops up on days 
with low light 
levels
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Light is converted to 
electricity by the 
pv solar panels

The electricity is 
conditioned for use
in the home by an 

inverter

The generated electricity 
is used in the house or if 

not needed, sold to the 
National Grid
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How it Works

Carbon Savings

Solar Optimised Cylinders

Each year, a solar heating system or a 1kWp PV 
installation produces savings equivalent to:

The Symphony range of hot water 
cylinders maximises the performance 
of your solar heating system.

Made from stainless steel with a 20 
year guarantee, hot water is delivered 
at mains pressure to the outlets for 
fast bath filling and powerful showers.

The Pod makes solar water heating simple.  It’s sized to fit 
through a standard loft hatch and preheats the water to your 
existing hot water system using either solar thermal or solar 
pv panels.

Leave your existing 
hot water cylinder or 
combi-boiler in place 
and quickly integrate 
solar hot water with 
minimum disruption.

Both technologies produce most energy when 
the panels face due south, but installations 
facing between east and west are also effective.

Solar heating gives 
the biggest savings 
for households with 
higher hot water 
usage.  Solar PV 
saves most if your 
home has electricity 
use during daylight 
hours.

Of course, now you 
can choose to have 
both together.

taking a car off the road for 3 months
flying between London and Paris 6 times

The Pod 
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Viridian Solar
Atlas Building, 68 Stirling Way
Papworth, 
Cambridge UK CB23 3GY

Tel 01480 831 501
enquiries@viridiansolar.co.uk


